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THE LOST CHAPEL OF 
ST MORRELL, HALLATON

Vicki Score and John Morison

Every Easter Monday the small village of Hallaton in East Leicestershire is 
host to a strange rural custom – the ‘Hare Pie Scramble and Bottle Kicking’. 
This is a battle between Hallaton and the neighbouring village of Medbourne. 
The tradition is ancient, dating back to at least the seventeenth century. Recent 
research has revealed that Hare Pie Bank – the hill above the village on which  
the bottle kicking battle starts – has a much older history. Documentary research 
and excavations by the Hallaton Field Work Group have uncovered evidence 
that not only was the hilltop used by the Romans, but also a medieval chapel and 
burial ground, dedicated to St Morrell, once stood on the bank overlooking the 
village. 

ST MORRELL, HALLATON’S LOST SAINT
John Morison

An article written in 1931 on Leicestershire’s wells and springs mentions a well 
in the parish of Hallaton (Richardson 1931, 46). Further research among other 
documentary sources revealed references to both the well and St Morrell in the 
seventeenth-century Glebe Terriers (Morison 2000, 199). 

St Morrell probably represents St Maurilius of Angers, France, who was born 
in AD 363, the son of the Roman senator of Alpine Gaul. Maurilius went into the 
church, studied at Milan and Tours under St Martin, became a Benedictine monk 
and for many years lived as a hermit at Challonne sur Loire. Later, in Anjou on 
the Loire, he was ordained as the fourth bishop of Angers. Legends tell that at 
some time during his 30 years as bishop he visited England, where he worked as a 
gardener for an English noble. On his death in AD 453 a cult to him grew up in the 
Anjou area, and the cathedral of Angers was re-dedicated with a joint dedication to 
St Maurice and St Maurille (Baring-Gould 1848, 186–9).

Fig. 1. Bishop Maurilius being greeted in Angers, on his return from England. (From a 
wall painting in the apse of Angers cathedral.)
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There are some associations between Anjou and the East Midlands. In 1077, 
Geoffrey de Wirce, a powerful lord of William the Conqueror, founded a Benedictine 
Priory at Monks Kirby in Warwickhire, as a cell of the Abbey of St Nicholas at 
Angers (Salzman 1951, 177). Additional financial support came from tithes due to 
the parish church at Melton Mowbray. 

Following the accession in 1154 of King Henry II, Plantagenet Count of Anjou, 
the balance of power shifted to Anjou and its capital Angers, where the cult of St 
Morrell was strong. Geoffrey Plantagenet of Anjou became Bishop of Lincoln until 
his resignation in 1182; his successor, Walter Coutance, was ordained at Angers 
cathedral. In 1294, a licence to elect had to be granted by both the Earl of Lincoln 
and the Abbot of Angers to confirm Clement of Hatfield as Prior of Spalding. The 
chaplain of Willoughton in Lincolnshire was presented by the Abbot and Convent 
of Angers in 1234. In Leicestershire the monastery of St Nicholas of Angers held 
land in the parish church of Rearsby, whose incumbent Hugh de Welles (1209–35) 
was presented by Geoffrey Bassett, whose family also held one of the (two) lordships 
of Hallaton.

It is not surprising that a lord from Anjou might dedicate a shrine to his favourite 
saint in the church of one of his manors in England; what is surprising is that, 
despite the links with Angers already noted, the dedication to St Morrell at Hallaton 
appears to be unique in England (Jones 2002). Modern-day Hallaton, now small 
and quiet, hides a much more dramtic past. 

Recent excavations in one area in the present-day parish of Hallaton reveal that 
around the time of the Roman invasion in AD 43 it was a communal gathering place 
of great significance. Thousands of gold and silver coins, decorated Roman helmets, 
along with many other objects, were buried at a shrine on the ridge overlooking the 
village on the north-east side (Score 2006; 2011). Although they did not re-use the 
shrine itself, the Romans were a presence in the area, until at least the end of the 
fourth century. The Domesday survey of 1086 records Alctone (Hallaton) as having 
a population of 21 households and two slaves. The place-name is the Old English 
halh, ‘a nook of land’, and tun, ‘a settlement’: Hallaton is sited in a narrow side-
valley (Cox 2009, 94). Castle Hill, lying west of the village centre, is a large conical 
motte with a horseshoe-shaped bailey thought to date from the twelfth century. 
Hallaton may have been a place of pre-Conquest importance for the Normans to 
have built a fortified place here (Creighton 1997, 31; Jones 2002).

 In the medieval period, Hallaton was a busy town with a market and four 
annual fairs. Its decline may have been brought about by the rise in importance 
of Market Harborough in the late fourteenth century (Lee and McKinley 1964, 
123). There were two main manors in Hallaton, both held by French lords, and 
a third, subordinate, manor. In the twelfth century, Daniel Crevequer gave half of 
the advowson of Hallaton to Leeds Priory in Kent, which had been founded by his 
father Robert. In the thirteenth century this manor passed to the Martival family 
(Farnham 1924, 148), who were deeply religious; it is to them that the considerable 
expansion of the church at Hallaton is attributed (Very Rev. J. Hughes 1995).

The size of St Michael and All Angels church at Hallaton gives a good indication 
of its importance and previous wealth. It had two rectors from at least c.1120 
(Nicholls, 1798, 603) and is likely to have been a pre-conquest minster (suggested 
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by the presence of early grave covers and a tympanum showing the Archangel 
Michael), with a parochia that might predate 920, possibly including the Anglo-
Saxon royal estate at Medbourne with its Romano-British small town origins (Jones 
2002; 2007, 152).

The Taxatio Ecclesiastica records of Hugh of Welles show that in 1220 the level 
of taxation was about average for a parish church, with the profits divided equally 
between the two rectors. This continued with taxation in 1291 in line with that of 
a normal prosperous church. However, in the clerical poll tax of 1377, there is a 
substantial difference in the prosperity of Hallaton church which now supports two 
rectors and five priests, in contrast with the surrounding churches having just one 
rector and/or priest (McHardy 1992, 22).

In the late nineteenth century works to repair the church fabric revealed an 
ancient crypt, used as an ossuary, beneath the north aisle, from which 17 cart-loads 
of bones and skulls were removed and reburied in the churchyard. In the chancel, 
beneath the great east window, is a blocked arched doorway leading into the 
thickness of the wall. An entrance into the chancel through a door at the east end is 
an unusual feature which may be unique in England, although similar features are 
seen in some French and Spanish churches. A spiral staircase, entered from a door 
behind the high altar, appears to have given access to a turret which was there in the 
seventeenth century when it was described. This turret was one of two at the east 
end of the church. Dr Graham Jones (2002; 2004) speculates that this tower may 
have incorporated an external pulpit, from which large gatherings of people could 
be addressed, with the staircase leading to a monstration platform from which relics 
could be shown to a congregation. 

This evidence, along with so many altars and chapels, all suggests that St Michael 
and All Angels was not just a small parish church serving the local population: but 
was a place associated with large gatherings of pilgrims who would have increased 
the revenue of the church. In 1988 a will came to light that would seem to confirm 
this. In 1532, Sir Francis Butler, the chaplain of Hallaton, left money for a surrogate 
to go ‘on Pyllgramage to ouer blessyd lady of Wallssyngham, and ouer Lady of 
Oldwell, to Saunt Elyn off Langham, to Saunt Augusten off Bestow and to Sant 
Mawrell off Hallaton’ (Record Office for Leicestershire and Rutland, 1st Register 
Book of Wills, ff. 207v–208). 

Oral tradition also helped to keep the special nature of the place alive in later 
periods. William Burton’s handwritten entry on Hallaton of 1641 reads: ‘There is a 
tradition current about this town of Halloughton, that it hath been accounted many 
years ago, a place of special holiness (the etymon of the name importing as much 
as Holy-town) so as sick folks did use to flock thither to die, as fast as mad men 
to Anticyrae (in the region of Phocis in ancient Greece) to be cured, and the great 
charnel house, vaulted under the church, perhaps was founded for entertainment 
of those guests.’ Regardless of the origins of the village name, the special nature 
of Hallaton resulted in the interpretation of ‘Holy’ (Morison 2000, 212–3; Jones 
2002). Nicholls, writing in the eighteenth century, also comments that it ‘rather 
seems to denote a Hallowed or HolyTown’. 

Having confirmed the presence of a local cult and (now lost) chapel to St Morrell, 
the attention of the group turned to finding the location of the chapel. The first 
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recorded reference to ‘St Morrills Chappell’ is in a Glebe Terrier of 1606, and a later 
Glebe Terrier of 1698 refers to ‘St Morrell’s well’, ‘Chappell Way’ and ‘Hare Pye 
Bank’ (Morison 2000, 196–7). 

The hill on which Hare Pie Bank stands was known as Banhill and Chapel Hill, 
with the bank itself lying within St Morrell’s Well furlong. Research suggested that 
the saint’s well lay in ‘Stowe Close’, which is where an enclosure named ‘Stow Well’ 
is mentioned in a deed of 1318. The name Stowe suggests a holy (or significant) 
place often associated with religious gatherings. ‘Stowe Well’ seems to have been re-
named as ‘St Morrill’s Well’ at some point between the fourteenth and seventeenth 
centuries (Morison 2000, 215). Graham Jones suggests that the renaming of the 
well may have been an attempt by devotees to retain the memory of the saint after 
his chapel fell out of use, or as a response to the expunging of his cult from the 
parish church (Jones 2007, 63).

John Nicholls’s great history of Leicestershire (1798) contains a letter dated 1796 
from one of his regular contributors, John Tailby of Slawston, a gentleman farmer 
and avid local historian. He describes in great detail the practice of the traditional 
Easter Monday custom of Bottle Kicking, which is almost the same as it is today. He 
describes the starting place as ‘...about a quarter of a mile south of the town, a small 
oblong bank, 10 yards long and 6 yards wide, with a small trench round it and a 
circular hole in the centre, and is called Hare Pie Bank’. 

With the documentary research having being taken as far as it could, the Hallaton 
Field Work Group (HFWG) became involved in the project to investigate Hare Pie 
Bank in the hope of determining the exact location of the chapel.

Fig. 2. First edition OS map of Hallaton, showing Hare Pie Bank (marked by the star) 
where the fieldwork took place.
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

The initial resistivity survey by the HFWG, during a very dry spell in 2006, produced 
some unexpected results with a clear square-banked enclosure approximately 36m 
across – much too big to be a chapel but nevertheless intriguing. However, over the 
next few years attempts to replicate the survey failed miserably, possibly due to wet 
weather, and the group concluded that the very dry conditions must have enhanced 
the results. In 2011 another spell of dry weather inspired the group to try again. 
Both magnetometry and resistivity surveys were used, the latter at 0.5m resolution 
in an attempt to give a more detailed result. The results from the magnetometry 
revealed a confused picture across the top of the hill, but the resistivity was much 
clearer reproducing the square enclosure, this time with probable interior features in 
the centre of the enclosure. 

The group realised that the only way to determine whether these features could 
be those mentioned in the eighteenth century was to excavate. Tailby thought the 
features to be the remnants of St Morrell’s chapel. With support from University 

Fig. 3. The results of the geophysical survey showing the square enclosure and interior 
features. The dark line running north-east to south-west is a modern trackway.
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of Leicester Archaeological Services (ULAS), the landowner, Julian White, was 
approached, and a series of community excavations were carried out between 2011 
and 2013. 

The initial three small hand-dug trenches suggested that the square enclosure 
was the remnants of a bank, probably medieval in date, with Roman features 
lying beneath it. No building was found, although wall plaster, tile and stone 
were recovered, suggesting that a demolished building must be nearby, and several 
fragments of human bone were also recovered. Painted wall plaster, fragments 
of painted floor tiles and lead scraps indicated a glazed building of some status. 
Spurred on by these results the group spent the winter raising money, and, helped 
by a grant from the Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society, two larger 
excavations were able to be carried out.

The raised area on Hare Pie Bank, where the bottle kicking begins now, was 
found to be an artificial platform created by rubble and debris including stone, tile 
and plaster. Once the rubble was removed the outline of the building that had once 
stood there was revealed. 

Hardly any of the walls had survived, but the ‘robber trenches’ (the rubble-
filled ditches that remained after people had dug out the stone foundations to reuse 
elsewhere) were clearly visible. In the centre of the building a plaster surface with 
square patterns was uncovered, with a few tiles remaining in situ, showing how 
it might have looked originally. Convinced that they had found the remains of St 
Morrell’s chapel where people might once have flocked on pilgrimage, the HFWG, 
over the subsequent two years, managed to uncover most of the chapel.

THE EXCAVATIONS

The Chapel

Three robber trenches were identified on the lines of the north, south and west walls 
of the chapel. The east wall unfortunately appears to lie beneath the field boundary 
of mature trees, making it impossible to excavate. Although the interior of the 
chapel itself lies on the natural clay the land slopes to the north-east and south-west, 
and both these areas seem to have been made-up to create level land for building. 
The dimensions of the building shown by the robber trenches was approximately 
11.5m long × 5.8m wide, which would accord roughly with the bank 10 yards long 
and six yards wide mentioned by John Tailby in the eighteenth century. However, 
the full length of the building was not confirmed, with stone rubble continuing 
under the eastern boundary of the excavations. The building appears to be of a 
similar size to other known chapels in this area, with St Michael’s chapel at Blaston 
measuring approximately 10.2m × 5.3m, while the larger donative chapel of St 
Giles, with its bell tower, measured 15m × 5.8m and the main building at Sutton 
Bassett approximately 13.4m × 6.3m (Anthony Goode pers. comm.).

Buttresses were noted – two on the northern wall and one on the south-west 
corner. In addition there was a projection approximately 2.5m wide on the centre 
of the west wall. It is not known exactly what this projection is – it seems too long 
and narrow for a buttress but it might be a bellcote, such as the one at the west 
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end of the chapel at Sutton Bassett, or a saddleback tower similar to the fourteenth 
century tower of St Mary’s Chapel, Brentingby, before its conversion (Liddle and 
Hughes 1978–79, 3). Although most of the stone appeared to have been removed 
from the walls, the foundation stones within this projection were still in situ along 
with several courses of the eastern buttress of the north wall. The remaining stone 
foundations suggest that the walls were about 1m thick. 

Traces of the interior floor were visible only on the east side, where the remnants 
of a tile floor were identified. This comprised a layer of orange sand overlain with 
mortar. A few plain glazed tiles laid diagonally on the mortar were found and 
traces of the removed tiles were still visible in the mortar matrix. A narrow stone 
foundation running north to south, with tiles cut in half to fit along its length, 
suggests an internal partition which it is tempting to interpret as the base for a 
screen. The patterning of the tiles suggests a pathway running centrally from the 
partition towards the western end of the building.

A narrower wall, approximately 0.5m thick and faced on both sides, was 
identified running parallel to the west wall. Immediately to the east of this was a 
linear ditch cut into the natural clay approx. 0.8m wide, into which had been laid 

Fig. 4. Plan of the excavated chapel and graves.
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several layers of rounded cobbles with the pointed end upwards. The function of 
these cobble layers lying next to the wall is unknown – the uneven nature of the 
cobbles make it seem unlikely that it was a surface or foundation.

The wall and cobbles continued across the full width of the west end and their 
proximity to the west wall does not fit well with the overall building plan. Although 
this area had been disturbed during modern times, the floor layers appeared to run 
over the top of the wall, and this could possibly represent an earlier phase of building.

The remnants of a similar wall approximately 0.6m thick were visible at the east 
end. However, a section of the north wall complete with buttress was uncovered 
beyond this, suggesting that the building continued further east. This, and the 
narrower width of this wall, suggests that it is likely to be an internal feature. The 
plan of the building might therefore suggest a chancel at the east end: this is a 
common feature in medieval chapels. There were no obvious signs of an entrance, 
although, given the robbing, evidence for this would be difficult to identify in an 
archaeological excavation. Entrances on chapels were often on the south side of the 
building, although this varied from place to place. 

Accurate dating of when the building was in use is difficult. Pottery from the 
Early High Medieval through to the post-medieval periods was recovered, but the 
finds are mostly unstratified coming either from the robber trenches or the rubble 
overlying the building. The bulk of the pottery fabrics from the site are twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century pottery from the cobbles beneath the floor, and thirteenth- to 

Figs 5–6. The interior of the chapel (left) looking south-west from the north wall robber 
trench (the archaeologists are in the south wall robber trench), and detail of the tiles and 

stone foundation for a possible screen (right).
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fourteenth-century finds from the surviving cut for the north wall (Sawday 2014a). 
While the pottery provides evidence that the building was probably in use during the 
twelfth to fourteenth century, the fragmentary nature of many of the sherds suggest 
several episodes of deposition and re-deposition throughout the medieval and early 
post-medieval periods. 

The pottery is typically local in origin, tying in well with other finds recorded 
in the parish. Both late Saxon Stamford and St Neots type wares were found in the 
demolition rubble. Stamford was a major pottery production centre from c.900 to 
1250, whilst the glazed Stanion Lyveden type ware echoes previous findings from 
the area (Sawday 2012; 2014a). The Stanion Lyveden kilns in Rockingham Forest 
in north Northamptonshire, and the Bourne kilns in Lincolnshire, were important 
suppliers of pottery to the region throughout the medieval period. Less likely perhaps 
in this location are the medieval sherds of Chilvers Coton ware from Nuneaton in 
Warwickshire and the Nottingham wares, both relatively uncommon finds in East 
Leicestershire. These are of some note and may be indicative of the status which was 
associated with the chapel (Sawday 2014a).

Numerous fragments of medieval floor tiles were recovered, including complete 
tiles found in situ on the floor of the chapel ranging in size approximately 110mm 
square and 20mm thick, to 117mm square and between 20 and 26mm thick, with 
two different types of tile fabric. Some had been cut in half to make two large 
triangles, and at least one complete example had a diagonal score line incised 
across the centre in preparation for cutting. Some tiles had been sub-divided into 
as many as eight small triangles (Sawday 2014b). Many were monochrome, coated 

Figs 7–8. Possible early wall and cobbles in front (left) and the possible bellcote at the 
west end (outlined).
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with a white slip and then lead glazed, the glaze firing yellow over the white body. 
Other lead-glazed tiles had been fired dark brown, dark green or black over the 
red body of the tile. Only two tiles showed evidence for inlaid decoration. One 
was a heraldic design (Whitcomb 1956, 170; Eames 1980, 162), seen at various 
places such as Bradgate House, Leicester Abbey, Maxstoke Priory and Merevale 
Abbey in Warwickshire. The other is part of a four-tile design (Whitcomb 1956,  
196), found at Gaddesby Church and Burton on Trent Abbey in Staffordshire. Both 
are probably fifteenth century in date and are indicative of a medieval building of 
some status. It is possible that the various tiles represent different building phases. 

Thirty medieval silver coins were found, mostly from the rubble overlying the 
building. The largest group is of Edwardian coins (1279–1377) with a few earlier 
twelfth-century coins. There was also a small group of fifteenth- and sixteenth-
century coins. These included three Venetian solidari – foreign coins used to fill the 
gap caused by a shortage of English-struck halfpennies. Although they were found 
scattered in the topsoil across the building, a group of this quantity suggests more 
than just casual losses. The coins confirm that the chapel was in use during the 
thirteenth to fifteenth centuries; this accords also with the other artefactual evidence. 

The Burial Ground

Although a few fragments of human bone were found in the initial hand-dug 
trenches, it was still a surprise when the 2012 excavations uncovered several burials 
around the chapel building, some displaying unusual features. Most lay on the 
north-east side of the chapel and all were aligned with their heads to the west in 

Fig. 9. Buttress of the north wall looking south towards the interior of the chapel.
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the Christian tradition. One was a small child placed on its side, whilst close by an 
upright skull and fragments of a hand suggested a vertical burial of a young female 
within a band of rubble. Another had been laid to rest in an elongated pit in an 
unusual position that looked as if they had been flung in on their back and weighted 
down with stones (Skeleton 4). The sole skeleton on the west side of the chapel had 
an unusual triangular hole in the forehead (Skeleton 2). 

Radiocarbon determinations on Skeletons 2 and 4 place the burials in the late 
thirteenth to early fifteenth centuries (Skeleton 2: 1279–1322, 1349–92 cal AD; and 
Skeleton 4: 1279–1370, 1380–1414 cal AD at 95.4 per cent confidence): these dates 
are consistent with the finds. These two skeletons have been studied by Dr Malin 
Holst of York Osteoarchaeology Ltd (Holst 2014).

Skeleton 2, the only burial from the west side of the church, was buried in a 
traditional east–west grave, with the head propped forward and the feet resting on 
pillow stones. It was immediately obvious from the triangular hole in the forehead 
that the man had met a violent end. The skeleton was that of a mature adult male 
(aged 46+); short (1.62m compared to the medieval average of 1.71m); well-built 
and with a very distinctive face. The skull was broad and low, with narrow orbits 
suggesting distant origins. As might be expected for a fourteenth-century man of his 
age he suffered from extensive degenerative disc-joint disease in his spine and other 
joints. There was evidence of Schmorl’s nodes; these are lesions on the vertebrae 
indicative of stress to the spinal discs. The right humerus was 6mm longer than the 
left: this could have been a congenital anomaly or a well-healed greenstick fracture. 
There was a benign tumour on his skull, and inflammatory lesions on his shins 
and his skull, suggesting that he had head lice. The teeth were in relatively good 
condition, although he had a cavity and a dental abscess. He appeared to have been 
involved in at least one fight: there were scapula avulsion fractures (where fragments 

Figs 10–11. Skeleton 2 was killed by a blow to the head with a pointed weapon.
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of bone are torn away from the main bone) through trauma and he appeared to 
have been hit hard on the cheek by a blunt instrument wielded by a right-handed 
attacker, causing a depression fracture of the upper jaw. Death appears to have been 
caused by a weapon-blow to the head. The weapon, probably the pointed end of a 
pole-axe, war hammer or similar, had entered the skull slightly from below, leaving 
a clean triangular hole in the forehead. This is similar to injuries seen on skeletons 
from the battle of Towton, Yorkshire (1461). Given that the weapon had penetrated 
the skull to some depth, the injury must have been instantly fatal or else caused 
death within a few days from cerebral infection. 

Skeleton 4 was buried along with at least four other bodies on the north side of 
the chapel. A male of average height (1.72m), he was young (23–25 years old) with 
a slender face, narrow palate and a broad nasal aperture. He was in extremely poor 
health when he died with developmental anomalies of the spine and breast bone, 
and remarkably for his age there was degenerative disc disease in a vertebra of his 
neck; a lumbar vertebra that had taken on the characteristics of a thoracic vertebra; 
and an extra pair of ribs attached to the first lumbar vertebra along with Schmorl’s 
nodes on 10 of the vertebrae. He also had lordosis (the inward curvature of the 
lumbar and cervical regions of the spine, which causes the stomach and bottom to 
protude). He suffered also from inflammation of the lower legs and skull, and as 
with Skeleton 2 probably had head lice. There was also evidence of trauma, with 
possible avulsion fractures of the rotator cuff muscles in the shoulder. 

His dental health was extremely poor considering his age. He had abnormally 
widespread dental hypoplasia – lines indicative of severe childhood stress during 
the first nine years of his life. This appears to have caused weakening of the 
dental enamel, leading to the formation of several large cavities, dental abscesses, 
periodontal disease and chipping of his teeth, as well as tooth loss before death.

Figs 12–13. Skeleton 4 (left) was buried in an extremely unusual position, while a skull 
(right) buried in rubble might indicate an upright burial.
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The most puzzling feature of Skeleton 4 was the unusual position of the burial. 
He was buried in a pit with the head oriented to the west; the legs were splayed 
widely apart; the arms were flexed at the elbow with the hands tucked beneath 
the chin. Despite extensive research, no direct parallels have been found for this 
burial position, the reasons for which remain unclear. It is unlikely that he was 
bound deliberately into this position after death as the surrounding soil would 
have stopped the legs from falling to the sides. It is more likely that he suffered 
from spasms which caused the muscles to shorten into this position. Other 
explanations might include rabies, tetanus or the effect of heat leading to this 
position; however, there was no evidence for burning on any of the bones. This 
grave also contained numerous stones placed on either side of the skull, beneath 
the legs and feet, with several stones which seem to have been placed on top of the 
pelvis and stomach deliberately. Stones on either side of the head are uncommon 
in this period (Gilchrist and Sloane 2005, 138), whilst stones placed on top of the 
body are sometimes considered to be a sign of fear – a way to stop the dead from 
rising (Farrell 2012).

THE CHAPEL OF ST MORRELL

Despite the robbing of most of the building material following the demolition of 
the chapel, the fragments of the recovered material and the plans of the excavations 
offer sufficient information to propose an impression of how the building may have 
looked. 

The chapel lies within the centre of the square enclosure and on the same 
orientation. Although the date of the now ploughed-out bank is uncertain, it seems 
likely that the banked enclosure formed the boundary of the chapel and burial 
ground in the medieval period. Consecrated ground was often marked by walls or 
other boundary-markers, although the uncertain date of the bank does not preclude 
the re-use of an earlier feature in the landscape. 

The small section of surviving wall at the north-east corner used the same 
ironstone as the chapel and is similar to the standing buildings today: the Bewicke 
Arms is one such example. Remnants of paint on the interior of some of the stones 
and the fragments of wall-plaster confirm that the interior was finished with plaster, 
and limewashed. Three coats of limewash were identified on one stone fragment. A 
fragment of plaster with traces of dark red/purple paint hints at the possibility that 
the interior may not have been plain. 

Architectural stone was recovered: there was finely cut ashlar limestone probably 
from quarries in Clipsham or Weldon, including fragments of lancet windows, 
mullions, quoins and a possible finial. Lead cames with fragments of glass still in 
place and other window fittings suggest the building was glazed. It appears to have 
been roofed with Collyweston stone, although some slate tiles were found.

The glazed floor tiles still in situ were cut and laid in diagonal patterns. The 
line of stone foundations running north–south suggest an internal wall or screen 
dividing the interior of the chapel with tiles laid against both sides. A narrow band 
of tiles running centrally from the screen suggests a pathway running to the west 
end of the chapel. The tiles found in situ were plain glazed, although two decorated 
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fragments hint at the possibility that there could have been a more elaborate floor 
during the later period of use, probably the fifteenth century. 

The reconstruction drawing by Pete Wilford, based on the excavated evidence, 
is similar to other chapels in the area; for example, those at Blaston, Drayton, and 
Sutton Bassett. The latter has a bellcote at one end, forming an extension very 
similar to that seen at the western end of St Morrell’s chapel. 

EARLIER ORIGINS

Most of the finds suggest that the excavated building dates from the thirteenth to 
fifteenth centuries, with the shrine to St Morrell here by the thirteenth century and 
associated with Stowe Well, an earlier holy place or shrine. Significantly perhaps, St 
Morrell is recorded as having converted Celtic shrines to Christian ones (Morison 
2000, 204), and it has been suggested that Hare Pie Bank and St Morrell’s Chapel 
is a class of site increasingly being recognised in the East Midlands as medieval 
‘play places’, often in the care of a gild. It has also been suggested that the width of 
the south door of the parish church of St Michael and All Angels, and the date of 
the tympanum above the north door showing the Archangel Michael, might reflect 
ritual processions from the early twelfth century. Dedications in honour of Michael 
are often found where there is evidence of early Christian cemeteries and/or on hill-
top sites that may have been sacred. The iconography of the archangel shown in 
combat with a dragon may have acted as a memorial of the Christianisation of a 
place of pre- or non-Christian religious activity (Jones 2002). There is a possibility 
that St Morrell’s Chapel had earlier origins that were obliterated by the later stone 

Fig. 14. Reconstruction drawing of how the chapel may have looked based on the 
excavations and architectural fragments. Drawing by Pete Wilford. 
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building: there are a few fragments of pottery and other finds of an earlier date 
which might confirm this. The interior wall at the western end of the chapel and the 
unusual layers of cobbles seem to be earlier than the floor, although this part of the 
church was quite disturbed, suggesting that there may have been an earlier phase to 
the stone chapel. 

The excavations make it clear that this hill had been in use at least from the 
Roman period. Features of that date were found around the building, beneath the 
banked enclosure and the chapel itself. These finds include first- to fourth-century 
pottery, quern stone fragments, a copper alloy pin, a ring, fragments of three Roman 
coins, and a few sherds of Iron Age pottery (Cooper 2014). Other features include a 
gully and shallow pit to the north-west of the chapel which contain late first to third 
century pottery, and other features containing predominantly second- to fourth-
century pottery, along with large unabraded fragments of building materials such as 
roof tiles, which indicate the presence of buildings on the hill in the Roman period. 
The chapel site lies on the same ridge as the Late Iron Age shrine with its thousands 
of coins, and a large Roman settlement to the west. Although this Roman evidence 
from Hare Pie Bank is slight, it is tempting to think that the chapel might have been 
built on an existing site. However, the only evidence for continuity from the Roman 
to the medieval period is the single sherd of Anglo-Saxon pottery. 

DEMOLITION AND RE-USE

The mention of ‘Sant Mawrell off Hallaton’ confirms that the chapel was still a site 
of pilgrimage in 1532 when Sir Francis Butler made his will, but by the time that 
John Tailby was writing about Hare Pie Bank in 1796 the building had long gone 
with only ruins remaining.

It is likely that in 1545, when pilgrimages and chantries were suppressed and 
then dissolved in 1547, the chapel would have become redundant, falling gradually 
into ruins and the stone robbed from then on. The memory of the chapel and its 
name persisted in the field names on subsequent maps. St Morrell is named in the 
glebe terrier of 1606, but by the later seventeenth century the field names reference 
just ‘The Chapel’ and subsequently, in a terrier of 1698, ‘Hare Pie Bank’.

There is some archaeological evidence for later use. A small keyhole-shaped feature 
cut through the floor levels of the chapel contained burnt clay and numerous scraps 
of lead that might be associated with the collection and melting of the lead cames 
from the windows into ingots to take away from the site. Several fragments of Late 
medieval Midland Purple and Cistercian/Midland Black wares were recovered from 
this pit also. The presence of an Elizabeth I penny of 1584–86 may be associated with 
demolition and there is post-medieval pottery in the rubble overlying the demolished 
building. The most significant later feature is a burial found in the top of the robber 
trench of the south wall (Skeleton 1) just below the existing ground level. It had 
been disturbed by a modern water pipe and the body, still articulated, was twisted 
perhaps as the loose soil of the trench back-fill sank. Although the burial clearly post-
dates the robbing of the church, given the shallowness of the grave it may be that 
the unfortunate person was simply laid into the existing hollow made by the robber 
trench and covered over. The body, however, was laid with the head to the west.
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This skeleton has also been analysed by Dr Malin Holst. It was male, between 
26 and 35 years old, 1.80m tall. There was evidence of an additional physical 
vertebra strain to the spine in the form of Schmorl’s nodes, vertebral border shift 
(lumbarisation of S1; lumbar ribs). As with Skeleton 4, this individual had sternal 
congenital anomalies which, along with other shared developmental anomalies, 
might suggest a common genetic relationship with Skeleton 4, a fascinating discovery 
as the burials were divided by several generations.

PILGRIMAGE, DEATH AND BURIAL

Small chapels were common in the medieval period: in early thirteenth-century 
Leicestershire there were more than a hundred dependent chapels (Thompson 1947, 
123) St Morrell’s Chapel may have operated differently from many of the other 
medieval religious buildings. Many independent chapels in England originated in 
the Anglo Saxon period, often built by the wealthy for their own personal use. Later 
‘chapels of ease’ served communities living at some distance from the parish church 
or in areas suffering dislocation brought about by the wars of Stephen and Matilda. 
Others were built by religious individuals, or particular groups or cults, as personal 
acts of devotion. Such chapels conferred status on both families and villages. 

Location was important in the siting of chapels; many were built in picturesque 
places. St Morrell’s chapel, for example, is sited on a hilltop, close to a holy well, 
on land known as Stowe – ‘a place of assembly, a significant and/or holy place’, 
overlooking the village with a view of the fine spire of the parish church, on a ridge 
that had been a place of importance and ritual for several thousand years. It is only a 
few hundred yards away, to the north-west, that in 2006 an Iron Age ritual site and 
shrine of national significance was discovered here. At this place towards the end 
of the first century AD, people gathered to commit to the earth over 5,000 coins of 
gold and silver, along with other silver objects and pieces of several Roman cavalry 
helmets as gifts to their gods (Score 2006; 2011). The same site was occupied again 
in the fourth century AD. The presence of Roman features and the evidence from 
Hare Pie Bank is suggestive of this being of considerable importance during the first 
to fourth centuries AD. Although there is virtually no evidence to link the Roman 
occupation and the medieval chapel, the choice of the hill as a site for the chapel 
might reflect residual memories of its having been a special place in the past. The 
building of the chapel could have been an attempt to turn hilltop into a Christian 
shrine – hence the name Stowe Well. 

Saints cults are known from early Anglo-Saxon England with most of the 
evidence for them from documentary sources. In the twelfth century an increasing 
interest in local saints grew up (Crook 2011, 170). The founding of the cult chapel 
at Hallaton could have originated by a Norman lord bringing his saint with him 
from Anjou. Given the close proximity to the chapel of the village and the parish 
church, it is likely that they would have co-operated in some way. Perhaps groups of 
pilgrims were drawn to the village to listen to preaching from the external pulpit of 
the parish church and to view relics, displayed from a monstration platform, before 
setting off up the hill to the chapel passing the holy well on their way. There is an 
open archway, built into a house on Eastgate, that leads to a path running south 
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from the village down the hill to the stream and up on the other side to Hare Pie 
Bank. The furlong name ‘Chappell Way’ on the Glebe Terriers is a hint perhaps that 
this alleyway through the arch led to the pilgrims’ way.

Chapels dedicated to saints with particular attributes would have attracted people 
from a wide area, with local people no doubt offering lodgings and augmenting 
their income. Some cult chapels may have drawn their support chiefly from their 
immediate neighbourhood. Orme (1996, 84) thinks that these small chapel/shrines 
might have served the needs of people who had neither the time nor money to travel 
to places far away from their homes and that most English pilgrimages would have 
been short journeys to local sites.

None of the relics customarily associated with pilgrimage – badges, shells and 
so on – have been found either on the site or in the village; however, 30 silver coins 
were recovered from the excavation, too large a group to be just casual losses. Were 
these left, not dropped, by pilgrims seeking healing or favours from the saint? The 
revenue from the pilgrimage is likely to have been substantial, which could explain 
the sudden increase in wealth of Hallaton Church in the fourteenth century. It is also 
more than possible that one or more of the five priests and two rectors mentioned 
in the tax records at this time were involved in the administration of the chapel (Lee 
and McKinley 1964, 126).

The apparent sharing of burial rights is more difficult to explain. The right of 
baptism, marriage and burial belonged to the parish church. Permission for burial in 
a daughter chapel was sometimes, albeit seldom, granted if there was a considerable 
distance to travel to the mother parish church. This does not seem to have been 
the case at Hallaton. Why some people were buried at the chapel and not in the 
graveyard of the parish church is perplexing. The evidence that the chapel had a 
right to bury must point to the chapel being a daughter of the parish church and 
under its direct supervision.

The unusual nature of some of the burials might offer an explanation. Christian 
medieval burial was generally simple and uniform. Interment by this time would 
have been in the church yard with east–west orientation, and no grave goods. At 
least two of the burials at the chapel were unusual. One was crammed into a pit 
with the legs pulled up, with the hands tucked beneath the chin and stones placed 
on the body: with the other burial the body appears to have been inserted vertically 
into a slot. It is tempting to ask whether some of the people buried at the chapel 
were, in some significant way, different. Burial close to a saint or saint’s relics was 
a favoured location amongst Christians then (Crook 2011, 23). Maybe sick and 
damaged people on pilgrimage were buried there, or was the ground there reserved 
for pilgrims who had travelled there to be healed and ended up staying or dying? 
This accords with the comments in 1641 of William Burton, who noted the tradition 
that sick folk flocked to Hallaton to die and be buried in the charnel house of the 
church. The old man who appeared to have been killed by a weapon blow to the 
head in a fight or battle, and who was buried on the west side of the chapel, may 
have been buried there because of reasons concerning the nature of his death. Was 
the chapel known to be a burial ground for people whose lives, and/or deaths were 
in some way different, or did they simply express a wish to be buried close to a 
favourite saint?
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The fourteenth-century visitations of the plague known as the Black Death, 
and the resultant deaths of large numbers of people, produced an acute need 
for more places for burial. A new churchyard was created at Great Easton, a 
daughter settlement of Bringhurst, as the graveyard of the mother church could not 
accommodate the demand for graves (Nicholls 1798, 518). The Bishop of Lincoln, in 
a sermon given in May 1349, stated that ‘a mortality of men as has not been seen or 
heard aforetime from the beginning of the world, so that the old graveyard of your 
church is not sufficient to hold the bodies of the dead’. The bishop intended that the 
new burial ground should be a temporary measure for the duration of the pestilence; 
the new Great Easton churchyard became permanent. If the village churchyard at 
Hallaton suffered in a similar way, St Morrell’s chapel might have been used to take 
overspill (Pete Liddle pers. comm.). 

In the years subsequent to Henry VIII’s break from Rome there were many 
changes in the English church and its ecclesiastical buildings. The Injunction of 
1538, ordering the removal of images and the cessation of pilgrimage and offerings, 
would have had a devastating impact on cult chapels. John Leland’s Itinerary in the 
sixteenth century records that although some chapels still existed, the pilgrimage 
cults had been lost, their buildings closed, pulled down or turned to other uses. It 
seems likely that St Morrell’s Chapel would have been closed and demolished at 
some point in the later sixteenth century, with its memory enshrined in the names 
of fields recorded on maps drawn in later centuries. The name of the village became 
etymologised as a ‘holy’ town by later authors. The burial in the top of the robbed-
out line of the south wall suggests that not only was the place still known as a sacred 
site and burial ground after its demolition, but that the outline of the chapel was 
still visible. 

Whether the chapel had links with the Bottle Kicking and Hare Pie Scramble 
tradition remains unknown. Hare Pie Bank is first recorded in the 1698 Glebe 
Terrier, as are St Morrell’s Well and Chapel Way, suggesting that the memory of the 
chapel was still current at that time. Hare Pie Bank, with its evidence of ritual and 
tradition dating back to the Roman period and even earlier, linking an Iron Age 
shrine, a holy well, a medieval cult chapel, a burial ground and place of pilgrimage, 
would have seemed an obvious and appropriate place for the Easter tradition. It 
is possible that the tradition represents the continuation of a ritual that has come 
through in some way from much earlier times. 
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